
SURFACE-MOUNT SHAFTLESS
TM

 SKYLIGHT

For more information contact our sales department. Ph: (+61) 3 9768 5777

Alternatively you can email illume@kimprod.com.au or visit www.illumeskylights.com.au

The world’s first Surface-mountable ShaftlessTM Skylight System. 

illume skylights easily install to any level of a home without the need for a light shaft, flexible tube 
or large roof cavity.

Surface-mountable models offer the ability to include dynamic sky-lighting into tricky or non-
standard installation locations, such as timber and tin ceilings. Also, the surface-mountable design 
avoids interference to insulation and concealed electrical cabling.
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Innovative ShaftlessTM design

Works without a light shaft or flex-tube

Can be installed practically anywhere

Suitable for metal deck or tiled roofs

Sealed unit which won’t leak or collect insects

Doesn’t transfer UV, heat or noise indoors

Batteries or mains power aren’t required

Advantages of an illume system

Have you ever seen a skylight in a high-rise apartment? 
Perhaps only on the top floor...
 

Our new innovative skylight system allows every room on any level of a multi-storey 

building to benefit from the addition of dynamic smart sky-lighting by way of the 

innovative ShaftlessTM design.

The illume ShaftlessTM Skylight System adds the ambiance of sky-lighting to homes 

where under normal circumstances a traditional skylight can’t be fitted. 

This innovative solution opens up an entirely new range of possibilities to home 

renovators who can now create beautiful, dynamically lit areas from the darker parts 

of everyday homes. 

As with traditional skylights, elements such as the time of day and the presence of 

cloud cover affect the lighting levels that an illume skylight emits. This is by way of 

illume’s fully automated lighting control system.

illume ShaftlessTM Skylight Systems

Panel SizeCode Mount Type Form FactorLumens

350mmKIS1014S Round1565-1650lm

Profile

White

Surface-mount robust trade model also available.
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